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Based on your request, these examples may contain raw language. At your request, these examples may contain a colloquial vocabulary. Men continued to dominate decision-making in communities and at institutional level. Male dominance persists in decision-making bodies, both at community and state institutions level. They can participate in advisory
groups and speak at conferences and promotional activities. They may participate in advisory groups, as well as speak at conferences and PPP promotional events. The civilian hospital in Srebrenica was evacuated at 1pm. At 1:00 p.m., a civilian hospital was evacuated in Srebrenica. School starts at 9:00 and ends at 6:00. School classes start at 9:00 and
end at 6:00. The Bora task force arrived at Pentemili Beach at 09:00. The Bohr Task Force arrived at Pentemili Beach at 09:00. Accidents in such facilities have had disastrous consequences, as in Chernobyl in 1986. Accidents in such facilities have disastrous consequences, as happened in Chernobyl in 1986. Twelve subjects are taught in preschool
facilities and 23 in secondary schools. There are 23 subjects in secondary schools and 12 subjects are held in preschool institutions. This note is for the 3rd Time. This note is available in W's application and on the Internet: . Capacity-building activities may primarily be directed at individuals or institutions. Capacity building activities may focus primarily on
individuals or institutions. Around 500 staff were trained in Geneva, 125 at ECLAC and 200 at the Court of Auditors. Around 500 staff were trained in Geneva, 125 in the ECLAC and 200 in the Court of Auditors. In host developing regions, the level of technology in subsidiaries is lower or lower than that of parent companies. The subsidiaries of the host
developing at least not higher than in parent companies. In response to these tensions, the Council proposes a dialogue at national, regional and international level. In view of this tension, the Council supports dialogue at national, regional and international level. Waleran's lands were seized and he was held first in Rouen, then in Bridgnorth, Shropshire and
finally at Wallingford Castle. Galeran's land was confiscated in Normandy and arrested first in Rouen, then bridgenorth, Shropshire and finally wallingford castle. Nothing was found for this value. Word index: 1-300, 301-600, 601-900, MoreIndex expressions: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, Additional Index expressions: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, additional
prepositions. In English, the three main pretexts of time: IN, AT, ON, and Russian have two main objections B and NA. This is the reason for most errors. Today we look at cases where in, AT, ON is used, which causes the greatest difficulty for students. AT apse is used: q is a reference to time: six o'clock, 6:30, 10:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., with the name of the
holidays, if we mean a certain time instead of a certain day, sometimes with the word time: Christmas (time), Easter (time) night, midnight, noon, (s): night, noon: noon: currently with the name of the days of the week (days of the week): Monday (s), Saturday (s) if the time of day is defined by a specific day of the week: Friday morning (s), Monday afternoon (s),
Saturday night (s) dates (dates): 2010: 1962, 2012 with times addresses (zvszakok): ny'ron, t'len, the names of the months (h'napok): decen, augusztusban in the word-networks: reggel, d'lut'n, este in the sign of zerez when we mean the period of time: qt perc alatt q t perc alatt h'rom h't q h'rom h't alatt k't h'nap The ON is not used with idő the words: next:
next Monday, next monday, the next year, last month, last week, last week, on the next one. : this: this spring: every: every day, every Saturday Both variants are correct, but use of the use of V'g'n ... at the end of the zego-or and necessarily indicates the period: a h't v'g'n - at the end of the week v'g'n a h'nap - at the end of the month az qv v'g'n - at the end of
the year With the pretext of AT to use the word beginning (in the zanal): elej'n a h't - in the hall of the week elej'n a h'nap - in the nasal m of the month az zv elej'n - in the national hall in the end do not urinate to be consumed with a period of time , because, if the pretext is used in, the praza will be in the end (v'g'l): A v'g'n, elkezdt'k az aut't. = Végre
elindítottunk egy autót. At the end of the day, we started a car. Végül megegyeztek. = Végül megállapodásra jutottak. In the end, they reached an agreement. The word elej'n is not an antonym of the word end at the time. The anti-zo zzzenic whesion is először (snasala, at first): Először nem tudtuk elind'tani az aut't. At first they couldn't start a car. Először
nem tudtak megegyezni. At first they couldn't come to an agreement. How is it right: Időben or időben? Both options are translated on time. Időозназазает it's not too late and there's more time left: Meg'rkezt'nk a repülőtérre időben. We arrived at the airport on time. (We had time, there was still time before the flight, we were not late). Sometimes the urinate is
added the word just to amplify: J'ttek the station is just in time to reach the bus. They arrived at the station just in time. (They almost missed the bus, they had little time left). IN Time can be used combinations: - time to do something: It came to theater time to see my performance. He came to the theater just in time to watch my performance. on time, if
anything: I hope that the flowers will be delivered in time for his birthday. - I hope the flowers are delivered on time for your birthday (delivery is not delayed). ON Time - on time, as planned, according to schedule, according to schedule. We use it at the time of accuracy: All students are handed in their reports at the time. Each student handed over his
abstracts (exactly on time or day) in time. I'll see you at 6:00. Please be on time. I'll see you at 6:00. Please do not be late (come on time). Learn more about enginform online school Learn English ENGINFORM! Sign up for our newsletter and join us on Vkontakte and Facebook. Facebook.
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